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The following plots have been exported:
Recruitment Indices, Group Linear and Log Scale, 1 Index per Line (2 Plots)
Adult Indices, Group Linear and Log Scale, 1 Index per Line (6 Plots)
Fmult (1 Plot)
Age 1 Recruitment (1 Plot)
Observed vs. Predicted Catch Weight (1 Plot)
Total Biomass (1 Plot)
Selectivity (1 Plots)
4-Plot: Population and Catch Numbers (80 Plots)
Fmult, Age 1 Recruitment, Observed vs. Predicted Catch Weight, and Total Biomass: Group 2 per Line (4 Plots)

Recruitment Index 1, Linear and Log Scale

Adult Index 1, Linear and Log Scale

Adult Index 2, Linear and Log Scale
Adult Index 3, Linear and Log Scale

Fmult

Fishing Mortality
Age 1 Recruitment

![Age 1 Recruitment Graph]

Observed vs. Predicted Catch Weight

![Observed vs. Predicted Catch Weight Graph]
Total Biomass

[Total Biomass graph]

Selectivity for Block 1

[Selectivity graph]
Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1968

Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1969
Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1970

Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1971
Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1972

Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1973
Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1978

Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1979
Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1980

Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1981
Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1982

Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1983
Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1984

Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1985
Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1986

Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1987
Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1988

Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1989
Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1990

Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1991
Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1992

Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1993
Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1994

Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1995
Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1998

Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 1999
Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 2000

Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 2001
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Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 2002

Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 2003
Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 2004

Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 2005
Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 2006

Population and Catch Numbers by Length and Age for Year 2007
Grouped Fmult, Age 1 Recruitment, Observed vs. Predicted Catch Weight, and Total Biomass